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chapter i

introhuctxok

1, Prior to tho advent of colonialism, the banana industry in Cameroon was essentially

a traditional cottage industry producing for domestic consumption. When the country

become a German colony towards the end of the nineteenth century, tho industry "began

to develop into what is today, an export oriented activity based on colonial plantations

(Hondols und Plantagcn Kolonio), using capitalist means of production and with a

capitalist export structure,

2, The colonial pattern of production continued to predominate until the 1950s, when

there was still a very small (4 per cent) input of traditional peasant agriculture.

Beginning in 1950, this form of production gradually gave way to peasant production

which expanded rapidly to o-ocount for over 50 per cent of exports by tho early 1960s.

3» West Cameroon witnessed two major stages in development after the second World War:

the first, covering the period 1945-1960, marked o. very rapid expansion both in

in capitalist and peasant production. Except for the LIKOMBu concessions held by

Elders and Fyffos for a period of 13 years, ell the German plantations were amalgamated

into a sioglc State company, the Cameroon Development Corporation (CDC).

4, The trend, which concentrated capitalist production, resulted in a substantial

expansion of the banana sector and led to a parallel and rapid expansion of tho

peasant sector, a less costly form of agriculture than the capitalist production

system© Shortages in the world market also contributed to tho rapid expansion,

5, This period was followed by a recession from which Cameroon has not completely

recovered even today? the banana market in increasingly governed by special agreements

and political deals which tend to restrict the volume of banana exports and consequently

to frustrate policies aimc at augmenting production* France's policy of fixing quotas

on Cameroonian bananas and the very high tariff barriers of the British market have

contributed to a decline in banana growing in West Cameroon? this is reflected in the

production figures for the past two docades,

6, In addition, problems of plant blight have not been satisfactorily resolved in

the last few years with the result that the crisis in the Cameroonian banana industry

is fairly serious,

7# East Ca-mcroon also suffered the effects of the crisis, which reached much disturbing

dimensions in the 1950s and 1960s,
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8. Beginning in 1957, the peak year for banana growing and marketing, banana out
put which had reached 85 000 tons in the region l/ a figure never again attained,

began a steady decline; the downward trend reached the dangerous figure of 29 000
tons in 1968 g/9

9. The 1968 law brought about immediate action at the parliamentary level, with

the adoption of two successive laws. Law No. 5O./31 and 14 April 1968 established

the Special Fund for the Banana Industry, and No. 68/LF/6 of-1-1 June 1968 est

ablished a Cameroon Banana Organization, thus abrogating the previous law setting

up the Special Fund for the Banana Industry. Subseaunetly, Decree No, 73/116 of

22 March 1973 established the form and operating conditions for the Cameroon Banana
Organization (CBO).

10. CBOT an industrial and commercial public corporation, was supposed to have

jurisdiction over the whole territory; it was established "for the purpose of

exercising control over the conception, realization, co-ordination and harmonization

of all activities of general interest aimed at developing the banana industry in
Cameroon" 3/.

11. More specifically, CBO's task encompasses the following more specific functions:

(a) A reconversion programme for both family holdings and private or State-
owned land 5

(b) The organization of the banana trade and the maintenance of statistics
on areas planted or to be planted. This particular function obligates the cor

poration to fix export targets, control production standards and soil use, to

provide protection against plant blight in banana-growing zones, and organize the
banana market (purchases and sales);

(c) The latter implies organization of distribution circuits both in Cameroon
and abroad and the direct or indirect marketing through agents or brokers of the
product;

(d) Finally, CBO is to provide various types of technical assistance to growers
covering production (best crop methods) and marketing (promoting the distribution
of the product on consumers markets). 4/

l/ The country-wide figure for the year was 162 000 tons.
g/ The country-wide figure in 1968 was 38 000 tons.
2/ Decree No, 73/ll6 of 22 March 1973, art, 1. See all relevant texts

establishing the CBO in the annex.

1/ Decree No. 73/ll6 of 2? March 1973, art. 1. See all relevant texts
establishing the CBO in the annex.
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/ 12. The reorganization of the banana industry has not, however, resulted in

expected improvements* True, banana production has recovered somewhat and

exports have risen from their 1968 low, as shall be seen below. The corporation

has thus far been incapable, though, of carrying out the task of stabilizing the

trade and collecting basic essential data. Difficulties in obtaining data have
greatly delayed the preparation of this country study.

13. CBO has no statistics department, nor is there a systematic issue of statistics

on areas planted or to be planted or on production guaranteed by the various public

and private growers such as CDC (Cameroon Development Corporation, SHIP (Nyombe-

Penja Plantations Company), Nassif Company, IRA (institute for Agricultural Research).
PHP (Haut-Penja Plantations), CAM-BOUBOU-PALLIER Company, The Banana Company, TIANI
or Essom Njaleu.

14» An in-depth study would have required field trips, provided the growers had

installed their administrative offices on the plantations themselves, to the two

banana-growing areas — the coastal province (Moungo Department) and the southwest
province (Sdona for CDC and IRA, and Tiio for CBO),

15. Resources allocated for this study did not allow for such an in-depth investi
gation: as a result the only data usod is that made available either at CBO in

Douala and CDC in Tiko, or in Yaounde at the Ministry of the Economy and Planning
and in the office of the Prime Minister ^/.

16. The study does provide information on principles of Cameroonian policy for
the development of the banana industry: These are largely explained in the
legislative and regulatory documents annexed hereto; limitations, however, affected
the specific mechanisms and practical application of that policy.

17. The study examine five major ouestions, which formed the basis of the terms
of reference:

U Development of the banana industry in Cameroon:

2. Structure of the Cameroon banana market?

3. Role of transnational corporations in the Cameroon banana industry:

4» Sharing of profits between Cameroon as the producer country and the
transnational food companies:

5. Strenghts and weaknesses of the Cameroonian model of banana production
as a guide to agreements aimed at a more equitable sharing of profits.

i/ See report on the Interministerial Mission on the Cameroon Banana
industry (Douala-Penja-Loum), Yaounde, 1 December 1980, 21pp. The mission
was organized and led by the office of the Prime Minister.
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18. For purposes of simplifying analysis and discussion, and given the paucity of

available data and limited resources which prevented eystomatic field investigation

or interviews with the various "banana grower, the study is confined to two chapters;

the development of banana production in Cameroon and structure of the hanana market

and activities of the transnational corporations: control and price-fixing and

sharing of profits.
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CHAPTER II

DEVELOPMENT OP TEE BANANA INDUSTRY BT CAMEROON

A. Introduction

19* This chapter examines four "basic questions:

1, The "banana production process;

2. The markets for Gameroonian bananas'

3» The position of Cameroon on the world banana market'

4» The system of control of banana production at all stages of

the production process^

Bo The Banana Production Proeess in Cameroon

20« In Cameroonj bananas are grown in two principal areas with volcanic soil:

the coastal province covering the whole of the Department of Moungo, with its

main centres at Penja and Loum, and the southwest province, with its main centres

at Ekona., the site of the Cameroon Development Corporation (CDC), and Tiko, out

of which the Cameroon Banana Organization works*

21. Rainfall is very high in the coastal banana plantations in the foothills of

the Mount Cameroon volcanic range: Debundscha in that region, is considered by

geographers as one of the rainiest places in the worlcL

22, Bananas for export are grown both by public corporations like CDC and CBO

and, especially since 1957; by private growers who own large plantations parti

cularly in Moungo< the Agricultural Research Institute (ARl) also operates large

experimental plantations in the region,

23., The production process, from the growing stage to the final product for

consumption, is fraught with difficulties which, account for the crisis that has

bogged down the industry since 19686

24. Problem areas range from productivity of the plantations quality of the

product and its transportation to the packaging ormtors, to packaging of bananas

meant for export.

1# Productivity

25. Difficulties encountered in growing bananas affect both quantity and gualitry

of the product? they are related'to inability to destroy the ccrcospores 'and in

adequate use of fertilizers by most of the private growers.
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26. According to experts at the Agricultural Research Institute of the Cameroon's

general delegation for scientific and technical research, failures in aerial spray

ing against cercospores account for recent production losses, estimated by the ARI

at over 500 million CFA francs for the 1979-1980 season alone.

27. The country's banana production will find it hard to recover unless a more

systematic campaign is organized against banana blight in all the cultivated areas

of the two banana-growing regions,, If the vegetation is left to the mercy of

cercospores, weevils and thread-worms, efforts to expand crops by preparing addi

tional areas for plantations will be useless.

28. Investigation shows that there are two main reasons behind the inadequacy in

spraying against plant blight: lack of qualified pilots from the ARDIC company,

which has been in charge of tae aerial spraying, and the sporadic availability of

spraying oils on the domestic market,

29. Growers adopted an alternative — the establishment of thoir own anti-blight

company with two planes and two qualified pilots — to resolve the first constraint

they cannot, however, overcome the difficulty of obtaining a steady supply of spray

ing oils* " ' ■ ■ .
■ i, „

30. The growers have asked for Government help to ensure a regular supply of the

pesticide and to bear part of the estimated cost of the campaign against plant

blight which comes tc about 1.2 billion CFA francs a year at 1980 prices. 6/

31. Low productivity is also linked to inadcauate use of fertilizers. Yields per

hectare have dropped sharply because of a declining use of fertilizer- this, in turn

is related to the precarious margin of profit, of the banana plantations. Production

and transportation costs have become so prohibitive that most growers have insuffi

cient cash to purchase the fertilizer roouired to help their output recover*

20 Transportation and packaging

32. Transportation and packaging are interrelated: the product has to be trans

ported to the packaging stations. If the growers do not have access to good roads

or tracks to evacuate the product, good cutting equipment or vehicles equipped with

proper mattresses, the bananas arc likely to be damaged before packaging and in

poor condition for final consumption.

T/ See Report on the Interministerial Mission on the Cameroon Banana

Industry (Douala-Penja-Loum), 19^0, p« %
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33. investigation has revealed etriking defects in the packaging of the bananas.
Dospito improvements i^prov.^nts, packing l)O3:c:;5 which are supplied by PIASTICAM
continue to be of inferior quality. Growers are considering importing better-
grade -bor^a It should also be noted that the people working at the P1ASTICAM
packaging centres do not have the training needed to inrprove their teehnioue in
filling and handling the boxes*

^" Transportation'of "bananas from the packaging station to

Surope.on -nortn of entry

34. Cameroon bananas go through various stages before thev reach the Suropean
consumer which have a direct impact on costs and the competitiveness of the
bananas on the world market.

W Transport from packing station to TWaia fn^-i-

35. In this first step, bananas are moved by rail or road to Douala.

36. The railroad, in principlo the most economical means of transportation, ha-
nany disadvantages nowadays that result in quantitative and qualitative losses.
These include inter alia Blow speed of trains and long delays which cause the
bananas to ripen too fast because of the warm environment in which they are confined'
anapoor condition of the freight oars, leading to a deterioration in the product !
during transport which, though not always noticeable at loading time, is clearly
visible upon arrival in Europe.

37. Because of these drawbacks, road transport is often preferred. It has the
advantages cf gaining time between the packaging station and the ow, shir and
reducing both handling costs and risks of thefts in Douala.

38. Unfortunately, road transport is vex,, expensive. It reauires the growers to
own a large fleet of about 50, 12-ton, long-bed trucks (costing about 600 million

O.A irancsj: it also involves complicated management problems and recurrent costs.
A stuoy is under way to identify the advantages and disadvantages of road transport.

39. The growers are hoping that the railroads will improve services .and traffic
by buying new locomotives to avoid long delays and by putting a second large
tractor into use for loading and handling on the docks.

Portoperations

^ * —cation
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/jlo The "banana dock is adjacent tc the one used to unload clinker for the cement

plant of CIMKiTCAM° as a result, cement dust coats the ventilating and refrigerating

systems of the ships carrying the "bananas, and covers the fruit itself, thus damag

ing its nullity. Furthermore, the dust is harmful to the handling cr<■ !~>VJ ,

42» When the dock is intended solely for unloading rail ccrs, delays in trans

shipping are worperqd becr-usc .it i& physically impossible to unload several cars

or trucks at the same time,

43. A further diddiculty arises from the fpet that the loading equipment lends

itself -bo large scale thefts; there ±v r>o provision for protecting against them.

(c) Shipping and handling on arrival

44. Transport "by rhip and unloading in European ports is a third stage in the

handling of Cameroon bananas and a third source of difficultires, caused this

time by the transnational shipping companies* . ,

45. Two shipping companies have long held a monopoly at the transport of Cameroon

bananas: they arc the Fabre company of Marseilles (formerly Combagnie de Navigation

Fraissinet et Cyprion Fabre_) and the Lo Martin Company, which specializes in shipping

frozen foods and fruit, the Paris correspondent of Plantations du Moungo (Nyombe-Pon.ja

Plantation Company). ■ ■/

460 Both companies have imposed exhorbitant increases in freight charges, which

are hard to contest* The last increase, in 1979, brings the freight rate up to

34 000 CPA francs per ton of Cameroon bananas delivered in France; this compares

with 27 000 francs per ton for Ivory Cotirri bananas,

47» Arrive! of the. Cameroon Shipping Lines on the banana shipping scone.in June

1980 stopped the escalation in shipping charges which were further stabilized when

the Fabre Company, whose, servic.: vas regarded by all the growers as bad, withdrew

from the market. In June 1980, the Cameroon Shipping Lines chartered a first ship

which is functioning very satisfactorily' the company is hoping to charter another

ship, for proper rotation of cargo and to fill the gap which will result if the

owners of the Fabre Company pulls out entirely.

48O Furthermore, growers want the port of entry for Cameroon bananas to be

transferred from Le Havre, where they r.rc now being unloaded, to Rouen, which

has better unloading machinery; this would cut unloading costs by some 7 S80 CFA

francs per ton.

49. Current production in Cameroon is still not substantial enough, however, to

fill an entire ship0 "bananas, therefore, have often to be shipped together with

pineapples.
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C« Markets for Cameroonian Bananas

50. Line all bananas, Cameroon "bananas arc classified for export purposes in

three categories: EXTRA category, Category 1 and Category ?<,

51, Sub-standard and poor quality bananas or those damanagod during handling

before and during packaging are not exported and are marketed in Cameroon, The

domestic market, supplied mainly by sub-standard fruit, is relatively vieak and,

according to CBO, absorbs about 10 000 tons, or one-tenth of the country's output

per year,

52« Thus, foreign markets arc the major outlets for Cameroonian bananas; Franco

ranks at the top, and secondary markets arc Britain and Italy*

1» French Market

•53« The French market is the most-favoured for Cameroonian bananas because it is

well structured, sufficiently protected and the most profitable

54* Quality in structure and protection stems from the: fact that agents or "brokers

to whom, the bananas arc delivered on consignment are nainly or oven exclusively

French agents. ' ...

55. In addition, wholesalers on the: French market offer the most profitable prices

for Bananas, as compared with those paid 011 British or Italian markets (2.45 Ff Vor
kilo in Britain 3.nd 1,80 Pf per kilo in Italy).

56. The table "below gives the price structure and price trends on the French

market since 6 October 1980, as rioted by CBOs

20 Secondary; markets

57« The French market absorbs almost the entire banana production of Cameroon

except during the major growing Reasons," "between'November and- Janauary;. then, _ through

their agents, Cameroonian growers find markets for their surpluses outside of France,,

58. England, the first of those secondary markets,ooffers about 2.45 Ff per kiln,

well below the price paid on the French 'market* ' As noted oarlder,. the- ."British

market places barriers in the for*1! of high tariffs to Cameroon's banana production,

Italy has been given exclusive rights to Somali bananas by the European Common

Market, Thus, its market seems.even more impenetrable, offering very low prices

of 1.80 Pf perkilo which the Cameroonian growers have to accept/
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Period

Table 1: Price Trends of Comorooni

on tho French market

From 6 October 1930 to

18 January 1981

From 19 January 19^1

15 March

19-30 -

Category 1 price

3,1°

3,20 3F

Category 2 price

3,10^

From 16 March 1931

31 May 1981

From 1 Jimc 1981 to

4 October 19S1

From 5 October 198I to

31 January 1982

From 1 February

to 4 ^P^il 1932

From 5 April 19^2 to

30 May 1982

From 31 May 19^2
3 October 1982

(Source: Patr. a

3,30 FP

3,15 ET

3,50 PP

FF

3,35 FF

. « — .■ •^ ..»■■■ ■ ■™1

offices at Bouala),

3,20 FF

3,05

3,3C

3,65

3,70 FF

3,65
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59. For -those reasons, CBo rightly describes those other markets rs secondary

markets for sporadic surpluses0

E# Position of Cameroon in the World Banana Market

60, The foregoing analyses indicate the precarious position of Carmeroon in the

world "banana market. It is reflected in the fluctuations in volume .and value

of its export production,,

1. Fluctuations in Canerqqnian Banana Production axid Exports

61. The lack of reliable statistics in CBO accounts for the confusion in the

data on production and foreign trade in Carneroonitm bananas*

62« Tentative evaluation produecod by CBO, the magazine FRUITS, The Annual Reports

of CDC and the statistical Yearbook of Cameroon are presented hereafter.

Table 2: Estimate of Exports by CBO for the Period I938-I98I

YSilR

193o

1947

1957

1965

1966

1967

I960

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

19^0

1981

EXPORTS

(jln metric tons)

19

05
62

50

33

29

48

47

50

64

73

73

G2

82

80

78

63

55

000

000

000

800

500

300

000

249

111

911

699

571

571

622

561

762

296

823

360
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Table 3: Estimates of exports (CDf':' "<: - he peviod 1^7-1930

Volume of export;

Year (metric tons)

1957 162 000

1958 158 000

1959 124 000

I960 121 000

1961 137 000

1962 132 000

1963 119 000

1964 115 000

1965 105 000

1966 66 000

1967 47 000

1968 3ft 000

1969 4B 000

1970 49 000

1971 50 000

1972 62 OOC

1973 GA 000

1974 75 000

1975 74 000

1976 75 000

1977 85 000

1978 83 000

1979 71 000

1980 65 ooc

(millions

e of exports

oj.' CFA francs)

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

3
■1

A

5

5

5

370

173

934

8 PI

842

829

979

102

749

550

630

768

250

405

167

353

.480

530

350

279

019

(So-qrees; FRUITS ma^azaine;

Yearbook of Cameroon).,
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63« In table 3, figures for the period 1957-1971 are estimates in the period

1972™198Oj they are "based on the actual results obtained. Regardless of the

discrepancies between the figures in"tables 2 and 3 of GBO and CDC respectively,

it is clear that the years 1957-1965 and 1972-1979 (corresponding to the launching

of CDC and CEO) are periods of recovery followed in each case by crises which reached

their peak in 1968. Since 1979? Cameroonian production has again been going steadily

downhill, and the alarm has been sounded for a much-needed recovery*

2* Pqsrtion in the world market

64O The position of Cameroonian banr.nas as a portion of the world market has

been declining steadily: they accounted for 1,2 per cent in 1977, when xrorld

exports were in the neighbourhood of '{ million tons, and arc now down to less than

0.7 per cent of world exports,,

6% The reconversion policy initiated ~by CSO through its two programmes for the

periods 1970-1974 and 1975-1978 have not brought about the desired recovery either

quantitatively or qualitatively,

£■• Control of production

66m What control do the transnational corporations actually exercise over Cameroon-

iar production at all stages of the process?

67. The reply to that question may appear very simple since the Government ha^

virtually taken over production, "both in West and East Cameroon, through the

Cameroon Development Corporation and the Cameroon Banana Organization. This

leaves only a few foreign growers and companies such as the Nyombe-Penja Plantation

Company, Elders and Fyffes, the Nassif Plantation Company or the Haut Penja Company.

68. Despite the CDC and CSO policy of state-operated production, European industrial

plantation companies are continuing to flourish, with correspondent companies in

Paris, London and Rome that guarantees them markets for their product. These

companies account for a good half of production and exports,

69. Control by foreign or transnational companies at individual stages of production

such as packaging and shipping is much more open,

70B PIASTICAM (Cameroon Plastics), which has its offices and factory in Douala-
Bassa, provides polyethylene bags, banana sheaths and boxes, thus ensuring the

packaging of the bananas for the growers* As noted earlier, growers are far from

satisfied with the quality of PIASTTCAI-I "boxes; in fact, unless PIASTICAM, which

virtually has a monopoly, improves its packaging standards, growers might import

boxes manufactured outside the country.
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71. Control "by -transnational companies is highly prevalent in shipping; for many

years prior to 198O, all "banana shipments were made on the frozen-food and fruit

cargo sMps of L, Martin and Co, or Fabre Co., General Shipping Linos that held

virtue.1 monopoly until 1980. When the Cameroon Shipping Linos, the national

'shipping company, stepped in,the dual monopoly "began to weaken*

72* One of the strongest forms of domination "by transnational food companies is

undoubtedly the control exerted by the European agents and importers who often

represent transnationals^; the latter in turn use or co-ordinate the production

operations of the industrial growers and of the shipping companies for their

benefit»

73. Co-ordinated action by the transnationals and their Cameroonian agents has

in effect forced private growers out of business; since their own agents or

brokers on the commodities exchanges do a poor job in marketing their product,

they cannot compete*

74. The State companies (CDC, CBO, ARl) are attempting to fight this form of

transnational control; they arc only cble to survive through periodic State sub

sidies and numerous loans. In essence, transnationals appear to be pushing CDC,

CBO and ARI out of the market. CDC and CBOT however, have no intention of com

promising by orienting production towards processing industries such as banana

flour, liqueure, banana desserts or jams*
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CHAPTER III

STRUCTURE' OF THE KiliAllA InARlGDT IN CAIEROON

A17D

ACTIVITIES OP TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS;

control a:td prics-tocdtg , sharing of profit;

o Introduction

T5o This chapter examines the two components of the Cameroon banana market — sellers
nrad bjjjrrs, Ca^oroonian growers and foreign importers — with a view to assessing
three facts:

1. Tho impact of the transnational corporations at all stages of the production
and marketing of the product".

2O The impact of the transnational corporations on price-fixing mechanisms-

3* Modalities for profit-sharing between growers and distributors to European
consumer market- and more precisely, between Cameroon and foreign inter
mediaries fl

^* ^rnpac't °^ ^ne "transnational corporations at all stages of the production

76. Activities, some of which have already been received in the previous chapter
are assessed more precisely here at the level of production, packaging, shipping and
marketing by European agents*

1. Production

77- Contrary to what might have been expected nftsr the State takeover of the
plantations in West Cameroon under the banker of CDC and subsequently, of CBO for

the whole of the territory, foreign growers influenced bv food transnational^ continue

to operate .and to flourish. The following tabl. illustrates distribution by producers
m the coastal and southwest banana-growing areas*
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Trble 4!

GRCHUR
ARE/IS

(in nectar :s)

1. CSO

2» CDC

3. SHIP

4. ITASSIU1

6, CAiI-BOUBOU-PALLIER

7, TIA1TI

6« BAlIAiTA OOHPAKY

9O ESSOM TTJAL5U

1 700

oOO

650

300

25c

130

70

50

4-0

1.296

'"""T^iis tr-^lc does not include i^or^ cultivated l)y ARI (Agricultural

Research Institute.

?3. Ac t^c table indicator, the St-,tc controls well over 62,5 per cent of tho

cultivated area' the table does not tnkc into account the plantations of the

Agricultural Research Institute or the 1 6OQ additional hectares cultivn^ed by

the Cauicroon B^ianc Orgc^iization "but not owned "by it.

79o However, foreign grower, closely associated with European transnational-food

corporations are actively involved in the area.

80o These as by far the largest - 16\2 per cent of the cultivated area and the

oldest, dating from 1919, plantations ii: the country*

51 It is worth nting here the link between the Louis Martin Shipping Company

rna the Kyombe-Penia Plantations, Inc.: the former is also the Paris agent for
SR'P. Further investigation into the bakeground of tho Louis Hrxtir- Company shown
that it not only acts as a shipping line for fruit, but for coastal fishing enter-

iqc, _ . stockholt^r in the Sopccoba-Cameroon (SOPCAM) company: in 19^3, SUPCA.-I

established tho Cameroon Crayfish Co. (Ste des Crevettes du Cameroun) in which the

Louis Martin Co<. held SO per cent of the stock, ij

""^/"That compojiy was t'k.en over by the National Investment Coo (65 per cent)
and the Gordon Fishing Corporation (33 per cent).
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82* Today, the capital stock of RTP is 100 million CPA francs*

(h) N&ssif Plantations, Inc.

83* This is also an old limited liability corrvpany with headquarters at Loum (in
Moungo department);- its Paris agent is in charge of placing the product on the
French market.

(c) Ha.ut-Pen.ja Plantations ,(F8P)

84, Thin was established in 1949 at Penjafl

(d) Cam-Bonbon-Pellier

8S* This is the fourth in importance among the foreign companion active in the
"banana production process.

(e) The. Banana Company

86. Established in 1922, with headquarters at Douala and offices at Penja. This
company, with capital stock amounting to 20 million CPA francs, organizes imports

of bananas into France, hut only produces part of them.

87e The five companies listed here represent the food transnationals which are
attempting to control and influence production: others are involved at later
stages, in packaging and marketing thf product,

2* Packaging

88. As noted, PIASTICAM virtually controls this operation, with all the traditional
drawbacks of any monopoly. Compared with other foreign companies in the production

sector, Inc., established in 1961 with a capital of nearly 600 million, represents

a very large concern with virtual monopoly in Cameroon over polyethylene packaging

banana sheaths, plastic household articles and the cardboard business. Company '
stockholders include Paper and Carboard of Lumbres which belongs to the large,

Charfa, S.A. group specializing in the manufacture of heavy paper bags, the
Ondulys company and the Mutual Co-operatives of Cameroon.

89. The Charfa, S.A, grouP has substantial holdings (49 par cent) in the Ivory
Coast Packaging Co. (SIVEM).

90. Those relationships between Plastics and multi-national packaging corporations
may help to explain the difficulties Cameroonian growers experience in rcauesting
improvements on quality of packaging products.
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3. Shipping; end market ing ~baxxanar, _abrogj|

91. Transitional corporations ^re almost wholly in control of shipping^
marketing. Tbc organization of the shippers is flawless. The same applies in

their role us agents in the European banana market.

( a) Shippin/r

(i)

92. The Louis «artin Company, Wbloh specialize, in frozen-food and fruit shipments,
operate, as the exclusive agent of the Hyombe-Penja Company (SPNP), in addition,
it tried to take over the shipping of fish products in Gaboon by -*™ ^)
partnership ,dth the General Manner of SPHP, in the Sopecoba-Ca.meroon (SOPCAM)
corporation. Through that company, the oircle from produotxon to ehxppxng to

marketing in Europo is closed.

■ (ii) Other Shippers ..

The other shivers of Cameroonian ho,ianaB ir.elude, in addition to the Pabre
anv, the Genorai Shipping Lines (Sooiete generale de Transports Marxt.mes),

fo the BVaiBsinet =nd Cyprien Fa.re Shipping Ce.pany the United Shippers

Company (CMCE) and the Delmas-Vieljeux Shipping Co. (CUCIO).

j. - + -m>- -Fn^pnr-i-il <?hi-Dt)in£' lobby, with the United Shippers
QA. These represent c. veritable financial snippmt, "*Ji . . , . ,__c „+

Commnv orehestratinp activities. Established in 1949 and capitalized m 1975 at
3 898 60 F ench francs, the United Shippers (CMCR) holds 99.99 V^^ the

; ok of the Fabre Shipping Company, 36.28 per cent of the.stock of ^.^!"
Vieloeu, Shipping Co., 99.6 per cent of the Stoek of the Cameroon Transit Shipping
Company (TTC)! and holds largo shares ir. UTA (61 per oent), m the CongoleBf
Spi Co^any (cmGCMA) (68 per .cent) in the Cameroon Shipping Company COCANA
(33 per cent) and in the Senegalese Shipping Investment Company (SBI) (13 per cent;

95. The double-barrelled strategy of the United Shippers is fleeted In its
stockholdings in the t»e r,a.jor Cameroonian shipping companies, the Fabre and

Delmas-Vicljouy compcjiies.
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96, The consortium formed in tho Dolnas-ViGl jcii:: CcmpcJiy (SNCDV) is well able to

handle that shipping empire,, Itspower should "bo measured to understand the real

strength of the Cameroonian subsidiary of SNC3W, which is wholly controlled by

the parent company (99«95 per crnt). The latter is made up of three stockholders,

namely, Delimas-Vieljeux Finance Co0 (6O»64 per cent in 198l)j United Shippers (37*25
per cent in 1981) and Fr.bre Shipping Company (2«11 per cent in 198l)«

97* The myriad activities of this transnational corporation are carried out by SCNDV,

through control of subsidiary companies in a great variety of fields and widely dispersed

geographically0 Some of then include:

The Transafrica Shipping Company (67»34 per cent)

The Senegal United Shipping Industries (USIMA) (97.10 per cent)

The Congo1 Cargo Handling Co0 (MU-C0NGO) (99.93 per cent)

The OWENDO Cargo and Lighterage Go, (COMACO) (89*90 per cent)

The Cameroon Shipping Company (CAMATRANS DELMAS-VIELJEUX) (99*95 per cent

The Togo Shipping and Harbour Coc (STMP) (99*5 per cent)

The Ivory Coast Shipping Company (SITRAH) (26.16 per cent in 1975)»

98. In its role as agent for foreign shipping companies, the Delmas-Vieljeux

Shipping CoM exercises even greater influence* The list of companies it represents

is very impressive^

ltt Consortium Line (Bilbao)

2. Oy Finlir.es Ltd. (Helsinki)

3» Mr.ersk Line (Copenhagen)

4« Nopal Line (Oslo)

5* Rickmers Linie (Hamburg)

6O Woormann Linie (Hamburg)

7* Arya National Shipping Lines} SaAa (Teheran)

8. International Offshore Services, Ltd. (London)

9. Maritime Company of the Philippines (Manila)

10. Christian Jebscn (Bergon)

11* Pakistan Shipping Line Ltd, (Karachi)

99» An attempt has been made below to diagram the financial links between SNCW

and the Fabre-SGTM-CMCR group.
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I

between

SITRAM

TRANSAFRICA SHIPPING

CO.

SENEGAL UNITED

SHIPPING INDUSTRIES

CONGO CARGO

HANDLING CO.

■ UNITED

SHIPPERS

(CMCR)

FABRE

SHIPPING

CO.

FABRE/SGTM)

TOGO SHIPPING &

HARBOUR CO.

DELMAS-VIELJEUX

SHIPPING CO.

(SNCDV)

DELMAS-VIELJEUX

FINANCIAL CO.

4% (In 1975)

CAMEROON SHIPPING CO,

OWENDO CARGO AND

LIGHTERAGE CO.

«/ The arrows point to the company with stock in the company from whlch
they radiate, with the relative shares of that stock shown in percentages.
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100. The diagram shows the magnitude of tho Fabre transnational shipping company
with its very powerful Qameroonian connection,

101. The analysis shows that the decision cf the Cameroonian growers to get rid of

Fabre as shipping agents for their bananas — a fait acconroli for over a year —

may be frustrated by the company; Fabre may use the International Shipping Investment

Company (SUM), the authorized agent for Cameroonian bananas, which is in the powerful
grip of the Dolmas-Violjeux Shipping Co*

102. Unless Cameroon Shipping Lines are used for all imports of fertilizers and
pesticides, the control exercised by Fabrc and its associates over shipping to

Cameroon may have an adverse effect on the expansion of the banana industry. The

truth is that there are other variables influencing tho banana industry which the
Fabre group's shipping lobby controls.

mechanism

103. The impact of transnational food companies is probably most effective at the

marketing level. According to their statutes, the Cameroon Banana Organization and

the Commodities Marketing Office are authorized to market the product either directly
or through agents authorized by the Ministry of Oversight (Ministere do Tutelle'L

There can, however, be no direct access to the world imrket or the commodity exchangeE
because the transnational have set up a system that forces the growers to go through
brokers or agents over whom those companies have control.

104. About ton brokers or agents havo been designated by the Caneroonian authorities
for the purpose of marketing Camerconian bananas on the British, Italian and French
markets.

105. For the well-protected French market, there are five authorized agents and one
non-auLhorized importer: - the Banana Company, which acts as broker on the French
market and also, as shall he seen, on the British market;

- the Marseilles Fruit Company, specializing in fresh and dried vegetables, which
also established the Ivory Coast Fruit Company at Abidjan in 1970?

- the transnational, whose field of activity extends to both England and France-
- the AGRISOL Company;

" ^"^™°^al ShiPPin£ ^vestments Company (SUM) in which once again appear the
EELMAS-VIELJEUX-Shipping Co. (SNCW) and the United Shippers (CMCR);

- a sixth importer of a special kind (non-authorized), the Muribane'Company, which has
warehouses for the ripening of bananas.
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106< There are three authorised agents for the British "narket:

- the Marseilles Fruit Company, primarily active on the French market but with

a British sales connexion^

- Fyffes, an established banana transnational, a grower in West Cameroon before

independence and after CDC was founded, and now working closely with another

banana transnational, the Banana Company?

- the United Fruit Company, active on the French market and with a powerful connexion

for England*

107. There ip only one agent for the Italian market, the African Shipping Company

(COMAFRIC), specializing in equipping, sailing and managing ships. Its Ivory.Coast
subsidiary, COMAF-CI, was established in 1973. It is not to be confused with COMAFRIQUE

(the Trade Expansion Company established in 1966 and involved in the import-export of
agricultural commodities and equipment).

108. The activities of tho transnational^ at the various stages in the production and
marketing process have an effect on price-fixing mechanisms*

Ce Impact of the transnationals on price-fixing mechanisms

109« Strictly speaking, there is no direct link between producers and consumers, only

between the growers and the brokers or agents who act as intermediaries between producers

and consumers of the final product. This explains the very marked disparity between

the price upon transfer to the agents and the wholesale and retail prices on the three

markets,

110. It should be pointed out that on the protected, French market, the transfer price

of bananas to French agents or exporters is determined by joint decision of the French

Ministers of Finance and Agricultureb The price structure, as shown in table 1, is

imposed on the different importers, which explains sales to France as profitable than

those to the London and Rome markets where producers are at the mercy of brokers. The

difference in price can therefore be regarded as tho difference between monopoly prices;

either way, they yield very little return to the growers, even when considering adjust

ments for the French market. The latter result from action by the Inter-Trade Banana

Committee (CIB) to which the producers in the French franc zone belong, 8/ and which
has headquarters in Paris,,

111, The CIB determines policy for marketing bananas and fixes export quotas for every

country in the zone on the French market* Producers have to meet CIB quotas; if a

country's production exceeds the figures surplus production has to be diverted to other
markets0

8/ Tho countries include tho West Indies, tho Ivory Coaot, fcneroon mi Madagascar.
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112. This explains vhj in some years Cameroon has -fco reli its bcjicn^s en thn British
and Italian markets*

D* Sharing of -profits between Cameroon and the transnationals

113. Table 3 presented profits Cameroon erjiioc! from the erport sector of ito banana

industry. The earnings for Cameroon -.re very mca^o, even without tc&ir-a into account

inflation, which shattered all hopes based on cui iniprovcmont in production. If p.

deflation factor is applied to the figures given for voluno of exports over specific

periods in table 3, there appears to lie a general decline "both oimatitativoly (lover

volummeE of exports) raid even more so qualitatively (in value of exports).

1* Earnings in jobs and ua^es

1L;. The statistics for the sector sho;: a figure of 6 00C workers in the banana

industry, of v:hon 3 -'-00 are employed 'ay the Cameroon Brxicxi?: Organization (CO).

Total uo^es oto estimated at about 1.3 billion CK. frr^ics, idth 570 million paid out

by CBO, It is a very lov: figure, althuugh a relatively substrjitial proportion of the
turnover for the whole sector.

2. Turnover, and net profit of the sector

115. Turnover is shown in table 3 above, year by year, vdth the highest figure in

francs at current prices reached in 1977, the peak of the exports curve after the
slump in 1966 %]%

116. Usins the value of exports for 1979 rjid 1980, after the Bigning of the contract
establishing the freight rate at y, 000 CFA ftrjics per ton, freight chra-ges for those
two years can "bo computed as follows:

1979: 71 0C0 1 M COO - 2 414 nillior.

65 CCC x H COO - 2 :iO million

117. Again uDi-ug the estimates given in table 3 properly, that is, CAF, the turnover
for the two years comes to:

1979: 5 279 + 2 -1.;. -= 7 693 million

1980: 5 019 + 2 210 -■-■ 7 229 million

Sgg Figure 2 hereafter.
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118. Taking into account the various costs "borne- by tl^o growers, including
expenditures for ±\P ,,-,+• -, j. ,, . ,.^_ . -. ° °> 1I-l-il«-"g
. , -_-.ti-pl^... oli&1,,, oa^i^ estimated ?t 1.2 billion OEfl.

-r.-o. p ,c,gmg r,Ki ,rrnE?ort to t:,c rort of ectooctioi: (rUSTICAfi ^ -.-
r-'-xlrocd frox^t ch,rg3E) estimated ,, ,., Mni(m ^ ^ ^

to the worker, in the ..cunt of 1,3 billion CM francs, t(lT,P'to t>n et

and expa^ion ,r m/ '" " ^ " 'a2J1:L'ttrl

119. E.iraings barely amount to 769 million not (*> 01^ 1 P^r^i --^ 100, ^' A1

in effect enf^6 ir - „" ""J^ 7 _JC.?11V fc; fore1^ oompc-mo^ tho Cameroon is
U'l-Jl- be ,.:ShV non:Prof- ^^cBC, Irvine it ,,ith n bBlaJlce ,hr,t oaR
-I..U-L2, jc oucailiec! as. pocitivo: of tie '- ^Oi^ ^in-sn-, ran »
country, onlv ,„„•,„ ^ +_ ■. / 3 "lllliOn CBA Ir^=s romr.ining in tho

! l^- Ar^v > " r°"°S °Cin X GntOred ilrt0 th':' c-^ col™*; ^ the
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

120. Pessimistic' conclusions can be drawn from the information given m this
study on the development of Danana production and the inevitable sharing of
-profits on the banana n^et between Cameroon and the foreign businessmen closely
^Boei^od vith transnational food corporations, particularly those dealing m

bananas. A few final comments as in order.

121. On the subject of improving production, guideline for the banana sector
are s^' out in the V Cameroon Plan of Economic, Social and Cultural Development
(1981/1982-1985); they include particular references to the privileged State
instrument in that rector, namely, the Cameroon Banana Organization (CBO).

12? 'Wording to tho Plan, "in the nrart five years, CBO nhould intensify itB
Ivi^TLana proanoiion and marketing. A restructuring of the ^anxzatxon

wula create, two departments, the first responsible for improving the pl^tatxon
sector of CBO with a substantial patrimony to work with, and the second xn charge

of organising the banana trade"o 11/

123. The V Plan undertakes to raise production to 100 000 tons in 1985/1986,
which implies an annual growth rate in output on the order of 3.o per cent. 12,

124 In vir.w of levels attained in the past, the goal is modest; it assumes,
h tver ^ Lps will be taken not only with respect to the use of fer x x.ers,
.ctior gainst pl.nt blight and irrigation programmes, but also at all the ether
iv of reduction (packaging, transport to the port of o.barcatxon W x»,
of , suitable dock fcr bananas, improvement of shippxng condxtxons by mor. .-fectxve
action by the Cameroon Shipping Lines) which determine costs of productxon and

sales price.

125. The second series of comments relates to the conditions for marketing the
product on the Warld a^:*: h,r,, the transnational food companies present ,

common front to the producers or growers.

126. Essentially, there -,ill be no substantial improvement in tho sharing of
promts ^less the growers can alsc present a common front to the transnatxonals,

which are now earning most of the profit on sales in the banana trade.

Ly United Republic of Cameroon, V HAH, vol%ll, *ood situation in Cameroon

and its prospects - rural development, unpubl*, p. 137.

12/ Idem, Ibidem, p, l8Be
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127o One of the best ways for growers to fight undcr-valuation of this product
is to meet domestic demand, to seek out other markets, particularly in Srstern
Europe and in the Are* countries and finally, to consider transforming the
banana industry -and putting- it back into the hands of local businessmen.

128. Industrial transformation by local producers mi3ht stimulate production
and reduce the high costs now resulting from the control bein^ exercised over
conventional distribution channels by the transnational companies.
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AHHEX 1

■ ' " LM* No. 63/LF/6 of 11 June 1968
establishing a Cameroon Banc^a Or^i^tion (CBO)

The NATIONAL FEDERAL ASSEMBLY has deliberated and adopted and
The PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC hereby pronulGater, the lau

as follows:

.HTXCLB 1. ^ f^^X7SZ£i^a SS
financially autonomous corporate tody known -b xn.

ARTICLE 2. The functions of the Cncroon Bnnana Org^iz.tion shall to:

- to modernize r^id reconvert banrnr. srowingj
- to oocitei-t plont flight in the reconversion zones under

its jurisdiction;*
_ to orecnlBo commeroir.1 outlet «nd tho to'- tr^de.

ICLE 3. The .oddities for i.plen.entin, this logisl,tion Sh,ll ,e e

decrees and legislative orders as appropriato.

.HT 4. -hi-

the B^., Special tad, *
emergency procedure as well .-.b in th

DOME at Yaounde, 11 June 1968

THE PRESIDMT OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC

EL HOJ AHilADOU AHIDJO

Certified Copy,

THE SECRETARY GENERAL

P. BIVA
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DECREE Ho. 73/ll6 of 22 March 1973

establishing the form and operating conditions

of the Cameroon Banana Organization

THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC,

CONSIDERING the Constitution of 2 June 1972,

CONSIDERS Law No. 68/LP/6 of 11 June 1968 establishing the Cameroon Bear** .

Organization,

DECREES:

CHaPTER I

PURPOSE, HEADQUARTER, RESPONSIBILITY

ARTICLE 1. The purpose of the Cameroon Banana. Organization (CBO), an industri-1
and commercial public company having the status of a financially autonomous

corporate body, shall be to conceive, realize, co-ordinate and harmonize all action

of general interest aimed at the development of the banana economy in Cameroon.
It shall be responsible, in particular for:

(a) The study and execution of the integrated operations of the Beacar
Reconversion Programme in family holdings and the private domain of the St-te.
W The organization of the banana trade To that end, it shall follow the

trends in national production, keep statistics on the areas planted or to be

planted, fix export targets, control standards of production, soil use and
protection against plant blight in banana-growing areas, raid it shall conclude

contracts for treatment of plant blight, transport, supplies, group purchases
U; The organizatxon of commercial outlets in Cameroon and abroad, the

marketing of the product either directly or through' the intermediary of agents
authorized by the Ministry of Oversight (Ministere de Tutelle) on the proposal
of the Director General of CBO,

The authorized -agents shall conclude an agreement with CBO statins the
marketing terms,

(d) Technical assistance to the growers, which shall take the forn in
particular of utilizing, acquiring or exploiting all goods or services likely
to reduce the production or sales cost of bananas, to promote the placement of

...
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teoiMon consumer markets and to improve the social conditions of the workers

employed in the 'banana industry.

(c) The representation of the banana interests in Cameroon and abroad.

To -Riot end, it shall exclusively represent those interests in international

banana trade organizations.

(f) The search for new markets within the framework of the directives

issued "by the Government*

(g) The management, subject to administrative control, of the funds

allocated for the implementation of the Banana Reconversion Programme, irrespectxve

of their source.

It shall carry out all other tasks entrusted to it by the Government.

ARTICLE 2. The CBO shall have its headquarters at Douala. Offices nay be opened

in other places in the territory or abroad if so decided by the Governing Council

or the Government, respectively.

ARTICLE 3. The CBO shall be under the supervision of the Minister in charge of

Industrial and Commercial Development.

CHAPTER II

ORGAHIZEEIOH

ARTICLE 4» The organs of the CBO shall be:

The Governing Council

'' The Commissioner of the Government

The Directorate General

Two Auditors ■ ■ "

A. The Governing Council

ARTICLE 5. The CBO shall be administered by a Governing Council consisting of

12 members appointed by legislative decree of the Minister of Oversight as.

follows:

(a) Five (5) representatives of the producers including:

Two (?) representatives of co-operatives or development companies

working family holdings:

Two (2) representatives of industrial producers:

One (l).representative of individual small-holder growers.
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(b) Five (5) representatives of goner?! interests including:
One (l) representative of the Minister for Industrial and Commerical

Development?

One (l) representative of the Minister of Planning and Development
of the Territory:

One (l) representative of the Minister of Territorial Administration;
One (l) representative of the Minister of Transport:
One (l) rprcsraytativo of the Minister of Agriculture;
One (l) representative of the Minister of Equipment, Housing and lend.

(c) :iVjo (2) persons selected for their competence and experience in the
field of "bonon-?, production.

The membership of the Governing Council shall be renewed every three years.

The menders of the Governing Council shr.ll serve on a voluntary basis,

Howcuer, travel and subsistence costs required by meetings of the Council may be
reimbursed within the limits established by the Governing Council.

ARTICLE 7* The President of the Governing Council shall be appointed for three
years by decree of the President of the Republic. ' ' '

ARTICLE 3. The Governing Council shall have the broadest powers of management
and it may deliberate on all matters relating to the purpose of the Organization
as defined in .article 1 -aboveo

Within thav framework:

It shall approve tho budget of the Organization.

xt shall issue, accept or rescind leases and rental agreements:

it srsiju borrov; and lona funds on authorization of the Minister of Oversight
^t^J^^lli

It shall accept outright grants end donations.

It may appoint one or more committees to deal, or. its behalf, with problems
within itr> competence

It shall examine the global or periodic ouotas to be fixed for the producers.
The modalities for allocating those quotas shall be determined ly decree of

the Minister of Oversight (.Ministre du Tut tile) -

It nay give advice or suggestions to the Government on policy for the banana
industry*

ARTICLE 9, The Governing Council shall meet twice a year in ordinary session.

Special sessionary be held at the rooucst of the Minister of Oversight
(Ministro de Tutolio), the President or the majority of the members.
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The provisional agenda shall "be rent to the Itinirter of Oversight at least

10 days in advance of the secsior.

ARTICLE 10, Th<" deliberation;:, of the Governing Council shall be valid' only if

at least two thirds od the mcraborc are present or represented*

Any member who cannot "bo present may delegate his powers in writing to

another member of the same category.

The decisions of the Governing Council shall be taken by majority vote. In

the event of a tio, the President shall' oast the deciding vote.

The Directorate General of the CBO shall act as the secretariat of the

Governing Council.

ARTICLE 11. The minutes of the meetings of the Governing Council shall be signed

by the President and transmitted to the llinistcr of Oversight Qlinistrc do Tutelle)
by the Director General of the Organization with his comments as appropriate.

B. The Commissioner of the Government

ARTICLE 12, A commissioner of the Government appointed by decree of the llinistcr

of Oversight shall be assigned to the CBO*,

■ He shall participate in the deliberations of the Governing Council in an

advisory capacity,,

He shall have a right of veto*

A decision which has been vetoed shall be reinstated if tho veto is countor-

manded by tho Commissioner of the Government or if it is not conformed by the

llinistcr of Oversight (llinistrc de Tutcllc) within 30 days.

Co The Directorate General

ARTICLE 13o The Directorate of tho CBO shall be compasod of a Director General

assisted by a Deputy Director General appointed by decreco of the President of

the Republico

The Director General and the Deputy Director General shall be present at the

deliberations of tho Governing Council in an advisory capacity.

ARTICLE 14, The Director General shall carry out the decisions of the Governing

Council and the instructions of the Government* Ho shall report on the management,

implementation of the directives issued and general functioning of the Organization,

He shall submit to the Governing Council for approval the organizational plan

of the CBO and shall prescribe the modalities for implementing it*
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Ho shall ensure the proper functioning of the Organization and shell represent

it in all civil and judicial proceedings*

He shall "be authorized by the Governing Council to sign agreements and

contracts*

Ho shall be responsible for managing the personnel of the Organization* In

that capacity, he shall recruit and appoint staff to all posts, assign, promote,

pe nalize and dismiss staff of tha Organization whenever such decisions arc not

within the competence of the Government•

He may delegate some of his powers to his associates and inform the Minister
of Oversight (Minjstrc do Tutelle) of his action.

D. The Auditors

ARTICLE 15. (1) The auditors shall be appointed, one by the Minister of Oversight
and the other by the Minister of Finance, for a throe-year term*

(2) The mandate of the auditors shall be to verify the books, the
cash holdings, the portfolio and the securities of the CBO, the accuracy of the

information contained in the reports, "balance-sheets and accounts submitted V

the Director General and, in general, to verify all CBO operations.

The auditors shall submit a joint report to the Governing Council, which
shall determine their salaries.

CHAPTER III

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

ARTICLE 16* The Director General shall be responsible for managing the funds of
the Organization, which shall consist of:

- the subsidies and any other resources allocated by the State,

- the proceeds from the sale of ban~2ias

- payments for services rendered

- the interest accruing from bank deposits

- donations

ARTICLE 17. The Organization shall use the accounting system normally applied
in industrial and commercial companies.

ARTICLE 18. The Director Goneral shall submit to the Governing Council plans for
investment and exploitation and annual production programmes*
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ARTICLE 19. At the close ofeach finr^ncial year, ho shall submit for the approval

of the Governing Council a report on the activities of the Organization, the

balance-sheet, the statement of business operations and the statement of profits

and losses.

CHAPTER IV

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS ^

I
ARTICLE 20. The rules of procedure of tho Organization established Tpy the Governing

Council shall be submitted for approval to tho Minister of Oversight (Ministre do J

Tutelle)..

ARTICLE 21. The modalities for implementing this decree shall bo prescribed as

appropriate by decree of the Minister of Oversight.

ARTICLE 22, Decree Ho. 64/DF/473 of 12 December 1964, Decree No, 64/BF/18O of
1 June 1964 and Decree No/57/33/PM of 10 October 1957, together with all subsequent

texts amending or completing them, shall be abrogated.

ARTICLE 23, The Minister for Industrial and Commercial Development shall be

responsible for the implementation of this decree, which shall be registered and

published in the Journal Officjel of tho United Republic of Cameroon in French and

English.

YAOUNDE, 22 March 1973

THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC

EL HADJ AHMADOU AHIDJO




